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From our Chair
It was Benjamin Franklin who famously said, “out of adversity comes opportunity” and
this is most certainly true of the pandemic. In common with countless institutions the
length and breadth of the UK, OYAP Trust faced some stiff challenges as the full impact
of lockdowns struck home. Promoting and supporting creativity among young people
lies at the heart of OYAP’s mission and the trustees and management team responded
positively and remained true to that mission throughout the period. Having made
Studi02 Covid-19 secure every attempt was made to keep the venue open within the
constraints of social distancing etc. While on-site group activities were, by definition,
limited in number, resident artists were able to continue working during successive
lockdowns. A major response to the pandemic was the significant increase in the
number and variety of online activities devised for young people. While numbers were
low at the outset the reaction to this type of activity was very encouraging and the trust
will continue to maximise the use of appropriate technology.

At the same time as developing new ways of
meeting the needs of young people the trustees
embarked on a strategic review, to challenge
and reset the organisation to secure its survival
and future success. The trustees recognised the
risks of attempting to continue with the existing
unsustainable financial base and took decisive
remedial action to reduce the cost base. The
officers of the trust deserve not only huge
thanks from the trustees but also high praise
Online workshop: Make your own instruments
for their ingenuity and creative skills. On a
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personal note, I would like to record my thanks
to my fellow trustees for “keeping the faith” with
fortitude and energy.
DAVID MARCOU

Public benefit
OYAP Trust works with young people to create a brighter future for our community. We
specialise in working with the most isolated and vulnerable using creativity to provide
opportunities to learn, develop skills, gain confidence, and realise potential. We do this by
working in partnership with inspirational artists and the wider community, involving young people
in all areas of our work.
The Charity has been established to advance the education of the public, with particular
emphasis on young people, in the field of creative arts, such benefit to be provided principally in
Oxfordshire.
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Success and Achievements

72 sessions on
site and online

235 face to face
participants

4,949 engaged
with online content

5,890 engagements
with Studi02

All of our activity in this period fell within ongoing UK government public health measures to
control the coronavirus pandemic. The trustees and team have demonstrated prudence and
tenacity in keeping OYAP going, ensuring activities continued where safe and meaningful to
deliver them, and in maintaining a safe venue accessible to those who were able to use it.

Fright Night: scene from
final film
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Drawing Club work
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Successes include several well received video workshops,
an online film version of our annual Fright Night, a Youth
Theatre Christmas show via Zoom. We moved our drawing
club and a creative writing holiday project online. A small
grant from Bicester Town Council allowed us to put together
and deliver art packs to local young people allowing those
with no resources to get creative at home, and also
supporting those who could not afford to pay to take part in
our online groups.
Kick Arts, our alternative education programme, was
rescheduled repeatedly whilst schools faced their own
challenges from the pandemic. A definite date was finally
agreed for delvery at the Pitt Rivers Museum in June and
July 2021; a real achievement under the circumstances.
We believe we demonstrated real impact despite the
challenges, and without having to rethink our mission.

Inevitably the pandemic restrictions have impacted on our earned income, which has fallen to
approximately one third of 2019 levels. Fees from participation fell furthest; face to face
participatory activities were not permitted during the national lockdowns and when we could
deliver in person group sizes were severely restricted. The team responded by developing
alternative models including shorter commitment periods, tasters for small groups, online session
meetings, and free to access videos. Many of these sessions were either free to join or below our
usual prices, and necessitated smaller numbers, but they were an important means to stay in
touch with participants and provide support to isolated young people.

Online workshop: keyboard
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Online workshop: Stencil and spray painting
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Online workshop: song writing
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Despite lockdowns we have managed to maintain an involvement with the local community. As
well as providing the art packs we were able to be part of several town events, all of which
became virtual this year. We devised and filmed a superhero quiz for Superhero Day and were
part of the town advent calendar. Bicester Festival also moved online, and we provided
administrative and programming support as well as organising contributions from young people
and venue partners.

Art packs ready to be delivered
to young people in Bicester
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Drumming demo for Bicester Festival
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Online superhero quiz
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We have spent the last three years building the case for an arts venue in Bicester whilst working
in our current building on a meanwhile use agreement. We believe we have begun to
demonstrate the value of a space for both young people and the wider community to participate
in the arts in Bicester, and this has generated partnerships and other opportunities for
collabotrative work. We have been fortunate in securing a continuation of the agreement to stay
at Studi02 until September 2023.
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Finances and Funding
In this climate our fundraising changed focus. The fall in unrestricted income and postponement
of project work focused minds on emergency funding to survive the immediate crisis. We were
able to secure a grant which supported overheads and programme activities from the Arts
Council England Emergency Fund and secured support for salaries through furloughing some of
the team under the government Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme. The flexibility of this
scheme has been invaluable. Importantly, efforts to open the venue to regular resident artists
and groups as soon as this was possible allowed us to retain over 40% of our hire income and to
maintain relationships from which to rebuild. At the end of the year we were successful in
application to the second round Arts Council England’s Culture Recovery Fund; this will support
us from April 2021 as we begin to recover from the pandemic.
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The receipt of emergency funding allowed the trustees to assess the impact of the pandemic and
plan for the future. Importantly, efforts were made in reviewing income and expenditure, and
thinking through alternative models. After extensive discussion the trustees have taken decisive
action to reduce the staff team from June 2021 in order to substantially reduce overheads and
manage risk. To mitigate risk the trustees have also made provision for emergencies by
establishing a separate reserve fund.
OYAP would like to thank our funders for their support. Funders
and partnerships in 2020-21 included Arts Council England,
Bicester Town Council, Cherwell District Council, Mid Counties
Cooperative, Oxford City Council, The Coop #iwill Fund, The
Pitt Rivers Museum, The Rothschild Foundation and Youth
Music. Our project funders have been supportive throughout
the pandemic, initially whilst we put work on hold, then allowing
us to revise project outcomes and timescales to suit the new
situation.

Art packs
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The impact of the coronavirus pandemic led the trustees to review and revise the Trust’s reserve
policy. It was decided that, given the increasing difficulties in securing core funds, OYAP should
aim to establish a reserve fund covering three months’ venue operating costs, one term’s
committed project delivery, and staff costs associated with winding up. This will ensure business
continuity in the event of a temporary funding shortfall, but can also be drawn upon in other
circumstances. Our aim is to work towards holding a sufficient reserve fund separate to our
operating cash reserves. We are working towards this target over the next three years.

How is OYAP funded?
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How do we spend our money?
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Our Trustees
We are grateful to our Board of Trustees who generously donate their time and experience.
Simon Kearey
Alice Kirk
Carmelina Lawton Smith
Davd Marcou (Chair)

Mary Moore (Vice Chair)
Catherine Morgan
Karen Pile
Graeme Surtees

Volunteers
Through our work with young people, local artists and culture industry professionals, we
have benefited from support and in kind services which enhances our skills base and
contributes to rooting us in the community.
Our projects and our available skills are significantly enhanced by this contribution, in
particular volunteer support was invaluable in helping maintain the venue over the pandemic
lockdowns. It is a vital part of making Studi02 a vibrant creative arts venue.
Lockdown left Studi02 empty
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OYAP provided in kind support for the
virtual Bicester Festival
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holding page for new website
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Future Plans
Adapt activities, group sizes and delivery to be flexible enough to cope with possible
future pandemic restrictions.
Ensure existing projects are resumed and delivered successfully.
Work with school and community contacts to rebuild participation numbers.
Re-establish networks with hire contacts to rebuild hire revenue.
Launch our new website.
Open conversations with key local stakeholders to plan for a home venue after our
meanwhile use agreement ends.
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Thank you!
OYAP's work would not be possible without the generous support of our funders and
partner organisations. Our thanks for making our work possible, particularly for the
flexibility as we adapted projects in response to the coronavirus pandemic.

Social media thank you to players of the National
Lottery for our emergency funding
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